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Factor Electronics IO Series

monitor speakers deliver extraordinary
performance by effortlessly providing a
richly detailed musical and cinematic
experience. Our latest transducer and
cabinet technology combine to make a
statement. Simply stunning!

Point and shoot!

IO-Series speakers can be mounted
vertically or horizontally to maximize the
sound coverage in your environment.
Our unique mounting system provides
up/down and lateral adjustments to
focus audio where you need it.

START WITH AN INNOVATIVE DESIGN!
Conventional cabinet speakers have parallel
surfaces inside the cabinet which can cause
audio cancellation. IO-Series cabinets minimize
parallel surfaces which practically
eliminates cancellation.

Cool Ideas!

Versatile!

IO-Series speakers are designed to excel
in multiple environments like homes, pools,
decks, restaurants, bars, coffee shops, schools,
retail and commercial buildings. All IO speakers
are available with internal 25/70 volt transformers
and come equipped with an 8ohm transformer bypass
and seismic safety cables.

We developed a new porting system
that channels the sound from our ported
magnet structure to vents in the baffle
which reinforces bass frequencies.
The results? Wow !
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80 Watts music power handling
4.25” Polycarbonate woofer
15oz Vented ferrite woofer magnet
1” Neodymium silk dome tweeter
80Hz-22kHz Frequency response
8 Ohms Impedance
Dispersion 90 degrees
Efficiency 91dB1W1M
Gold Plated binding posts
Includes wall/ceiling brackets
Includes seismic safety cables
Colors “W” (white) “B” (black)
IO-41W/B-70 includes full frequency
15 watt 25/70V transformer
15/7.5/4 & 2 watt taps
Sold in pairs
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200 Watts music power handling
Dual 5.25” anodized aluminum woofers
Dual 15oz Vented ferrite woofer magnets
1” Neodymium aluminum/silk dome tweeter
70Hz-22kHz Frequency response
8 Ohms Impedance
Dispersion 110 degrees
Efficiency 90dB 1W1M
Gold Plated binding posts 12awg
Includes dual angle wall/ceiling brackets
Includes seismic safety cables
Colors “W” (white) “B” (black)
IO-52W/B-70 includes full frequency
30 watt 25/70V transformer
30/15/7.5 & 4 watt taps
Sold in pairs
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